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RESET by Vinay Patel

Hugh wakes up in Heaven. An Angel is smiling at him.

Angel: Congratulations, you're dead!

Hugh: (Disorientated)...what?

Angel: Dead. You're dead. Well done, old chap, you've finally made it!

Hugh: I'm...

Angel: Dead. Yes.

Hugh: Right.

Angel: We're happy to have you, you're a bloody good one.

Hugh: Thanks...but...

Angel: But what?

Hugh: I mean...I'm....speaking, ain't I? Dead people don't speak.

Angel: Yes but, as you'll have noted from your stay downstairs, speech is no 
indicator of brain activity.

I'm so honoured to have been given your case, it means I get to share 
with you a wonderful fact. 

You, as Hugh Humphreys, were one of the nicest people to have ever 
lived.

Hugh: Ever?

Angel: Ever. In terms of the decade, it was a close run thing between you and 
Attenborough, but leaving your possessions to that orphanage - meagre 
though they they were - that really tipped the balance. Your ascension is 
secured. See up there?

Hugh: Wow. 

Angel: That's for you.

Hugh: Like I always believed.

Angel: An astonishing accomplishment, really, especially considering the 
mischief you got up to when you last - we're all very impressed. 

Hugh: Was I - bad?
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Angel: I wouldn't want to say too much, we still don't have an accurate body 
count, but this time...parfait!

Hugh: Parfait.

Angel: Exactement.

Hugh: That's like...them dessert balls?

Angel: What? No. That's...that's profiteroles. Parfait. French for "Perfect". You 
were perfect.

Hugh: I tried to be a good man.

Angel: And you were! Throughout! Apart from - perhaps - one, tiny tiny, blip, 
but you're only human after all. 

Hugh: Grace. The thing.

Angel: Yes...

Hugh: Should never've said it.

Angel: No matter, she's moved on, let's do the same, hm? Move it on up. 
Ready?

Hugh: I dunno, I feel a bit...

Angel: Not many people get this chance, Hugh...

Hugh: What happened to her? 

Angel: Who?

Hugh: Grace.

The Angel sighs, exasperated.

Angel: She didn't have the breadth of options you do.

Hugh: I have options?

Angel: Well, you could take another spin. Around the block, if you really 
wanted. But I wouldn't advise - 

Hugh: Another spin...?

The Angel yanks back a curtain to reveal an arrange of wigs, uniforms and 
body parts, some modelled on life like mannequins. 
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Hugh: What's - ?

Angel: You asked about options, these are they...

Hugh spots a familiar face.

Hugh: Grace! Gracie, it's me! 

He grabs the figure.

Angel: No, that's not her, I'm afraid, Hugh. Not anymore.

Hugh: Oh.

He releases the figure, spooked.

Angel: She left that behind, in case anyone fancied taking it but...anyway, 
there's a lot available to someone like you.

Hugh picks up a pilot's blazer.

Hugh: I always wanted to fly. Never had the eyesight.

Angel: Pilot? That's the least we could do. Next stop, whatever you want. 
Skinny, Scary, Somali, Scottish, I mean I think it's bonkers to turn down 
the Step Up but if you're going to do it, we could really have some fun!

Hugh half-heartedly paws through the parts.

The Angel drops the wig on Hugh's head.

Angel: You'd make a great leggy blonde.

Hugh looks glum.

Angel: No? Perhaps a cute little pot belly?

Hugh: Y'know I've thought about what I said every day since -

Angel: I imagine you must have, yes.

Hugh: Not exactly worthy of one of the nicest men ever.

Angel: I'd be lying if I said it didn't leave an impression. 

Hugh: Impression.

Angel: She got here, shot up and before I could get a word in barks out -

The Angel points at the Grace "shell" which, briefly, animates. 
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Grace: "My husband thinks I'm frigid!"

Hugh: Argh...

Grace: "All these years and not a word, I'd 'ave bought an instructional VHS if 
he'd said something..."

The Grace shell deadens again.

Hugh: I was only joking! Didn't think that'd be it. I was happy! We were both 
very happy, without...y'know. Doing.

Angel: Oh I'm sure...but I fear it may have coloured her subsequent choices.

Hugh: Is she...is she not up there?

Angel: Mmmm...

Hugh: Just a yes or a no.

Angel: There's not a lot of time, Hugh - always a backlog after a cold winter.

Hugh: Is that a no?

Angel: Oh, I shouldn't....

Hugh: Who am I gonna tell?

The Angel looks around.

Angel: (Whispering) Well...have you ever heard of Haiti?

Hugh: That's like...the Caribbean?

Angel: Correct! Gorgeous place, popular with holiday makers of all shades, you 
understand, and your wife she's, well, she's going to be a big deal in the 
world of Haitian sex tourism. 

Hugh: Blimey! My little Gracie...

Angel: She's not your little Gracie anymore. She'll be a big deal with, you know, 
a big...deal.

Hugh: Wait, hang on, she's a -

Angel: Yes, yes. 

Hugh: Oh.

Angel: Fancied a bit of switch up, I suppose. 
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Hugh: This is my fault, I should go find her. Apologise.

Angel: No need, she doesn't remember a thing. Now Hugh, if you're not 
ascending, with all your banked kudos, we could make you someone 
super special, I'm talking statues here.

Hugh: No, I want to find her. Him. Whatever. Special's worth nothing by 
yourself. 

Angel: You could be a Supermodel Professor. Imagine that, people would 
actually go to your lectures.

Hugh: Don't care what I look like, never cared about that. And I should be 
saying less if anything.

Angel: Besides you won't know her and she won't recognise you...

Hugh: There's gotta be a way. 

Angel: ...So there's no point!

The Angel plays with a stethoscope on a Doctor mannequin. Hugh looks at the 
Grace shell. He has a realisation.

Hugh: That homeless guy. 

Angel: Hm?

Hugh: On the high street. Kept screaming about mind control drugs in shoe 
rubber...and his past life as a French aristocrat. All this means...he was 
right, weren't he?

Angel: Not about the shoe rubber.

Hugh: But the other - he knew.

Angel: Look, ok...retaining memories, it can be done. But they always regret it, 
it's a life time of impoverished lunacy, unless you find your way to 
Hollywood in which case you make a fortune, generally though the 
compulsion it creates in your head destroys everything else.

Hugh: But you can do it.

Angel: It's not worth the hassle, Hugh.

Hugh: I want them. The memories.

Angel: Why be a mad man, you could be a beacon of humanity instead?

Hugh: I don't want to be no fucking beacon, I want to say sorry to Gracie!
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The Angel looks at him admonishingly. Hugh raises his hands in apology.

Hugh: Please. Surely....with all my good work....

Angel: It's a waste.

Hugh: I can swap something...

Angel: No...

Hugh: I'll er...be a type two diabetic. No? More? A heart condition maybe?

The Angel scoffs.

Hugh: And I'll be ugly. Proper car crash with no car crash ugly!

Angel: This isn't how it works, Hugh.

Hugh: With a limp! I'll have a limp! Lose a limb...three limbs. In a horrible 
industrial accident.

Angel: Hugh, no I said - 

Hugh: I'll slap a nun. Stab a monk. Forsake my father and mother.

Shoot a president, become president and napalm a third world country, 
torch the trees, melt people into fertiliser, I'll...I'll personally take those 
starving orphans I helped and dig their guts out with a blunt ice cream 
scoop. A hundred of them.

A thousand. 

A thousand gutted children, I'll, just...please...

Hugh breaks down. The Angel moves to pat him, but thinks better of it.

Angel: Is anyone looking?

Hugh sniffing, shrugs and shakes his head.

The Angel rests their hand on Hugh's face and looks him in the eye.

Angel: Type one.

Hugh: Huh?

Angel: I'll give you type one. Diabetes. In exchange. 

Hugh: Oh. Thank you. Thank you!

Angel: Not as a tax or a punishment, we don't do that. Consider it a memento 
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mori.

Hugh: A Mentos?

Angel: For f - what do they teach you down there - a reminder that you're weak. 
Just weakness made temporary flesh. And we'll be seeing you again 
before too long, Grace or no Grace.

Hugh: Ok.

Angel: Best get cracking then, Hugh.

The Angel puts another wig on Hugh.

She's called Wilfrid. He has a thing for brunettes.

Blackout.


